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White Radish & Saffron Soup with Braised Local Clams
Chef Sheldon Fonseca created a special dish in order to highlight 
the locally sourced little neck clams from Hong Kong waters. 
Research has recently shown that shellfish are high-quality sources 
of protein and high in omega-3’s and amino acid, as well as being 
a more sustainable seafood option since we can eat them directly 
rather than consuming fish that feed off smaller fish. Many times 
these filter feeders are often left out of the ‘healthy protein 
conversations’. Chef Sheldon is re-writing the sustainable seafood 
narrative by promoting the use of small filter feeders in his dishes 
rather than promoting the big 5 (tuna, salmon, cod, haddock and 
shrimp) which are under threat from overfishing. 

Breakfast Burrito
The humble breakfast burrito has been transformed into a vegan 
and vegetarian delight at SpiceBox Organics restaurant. Punam 
worked to create dishes whose ingredients (biryani rice, crunchy 
veggies and mint chutney) could be used in more than one dish, 
while providing new flavors and textures for the customer to enjoy. 
Using ingredients in more than one dish limits the amount of food 
waste created. By ensuring that the ingredients can be used in 
more than one dish is made possible by training the restaurant 
staff to be conscious of the different variations of ingredients. 
Thereby giving the customer more variety and options in their 
meal, making sustainability mainstream yet unique. 
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Vegan Peanut and Truffle Parfait
Chef James Oakley got to work in order to create a dish where they 
could deliver a similar texture and mouthfeel to their previously 
best-selling menu item the foie gras parfait. Making truffles, 
peanuts and Cemoi cocoa butter the highlight of this signature dish 
is one way that Chef James is making a deliberate positive impact 
on the environment. By sourcing rainforest alliance cocoa butter 
and winter truffles from Yunnan Province (lower air miles than 
Italian or French truffles) this dish aims to convince the diner that 
there are many delicious ways to eat more sustainably. 

Chef James Oakley from Alibi - 
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“All of the ingredients used in this dish 
can be locally sourced and clams are 

a great sustainable seafood choice, because 
they are in abundance and are grown locally and 

are highly nutritious.”

“Our challenge was in creating dishes 
whose ingredients can be used in more than one 
dish to reduce waste, and streamline operations 

yet provide flavour and a separate identity 
in each dish.”

“Our goal for 2021 is to create a menu 
that consists of no less than 50% vegan  

or vegetarian items.”


